Minutes
Faculty Affairs Committee
September 17, 2020
WebEx Meeting

Members Present
Anita Nucci          Isabelle Monlouis          Miriam Madden
Annette Butler      James Ainsworth        Nicolle Parsons-Pollard
Antara Dutta        Jared Poley            Peter Roessle
Birthe Reimers      Jay Dun                Richard Lakes
Blake McGee         Jaye Atkinson          Robert Maxwell
Candace Kemp        Jelena Subotic          Shelby Frost
Carrie Freeman      Jerry Rackliffe          Songqi Liu
Charles Fox         Kathryn McClymond       Suazette Mooring
David Cheshier      Laura Carruth           Terri Lewinson
David Houchins      Leslie Madden          Susan Richmond
David Stinson       Leslie Meadows          Timothy Denning
Deborah Shapiro     Lisa Casanova           Todd Hendricks
Eddy Nahmias        Marc Zayac              Tonia Durden
Erin Morrey         Mark Hollier             Vincente Della Tonia, Jr.
Gerald Gay          Mary Boone              Volkan Topalli
Greg McLean         Maurice Hobson         
Gwendolyn Spratt    Michael Bradley         

WebEx meeting

1) Welcome
2) Approval of Minutes
   • Approved with minor amendment
3) Guest Speakers
   • Julian Allen, CETL
     • IIT Committee is requesting that the Student Mandatory Fees be increase the proportion for Technology to support the campus software licenses and refresh classroom technology.
   • Gwen Spratt, Legal Affairs
     • Discussion regarding Intellectual Property and Faculty generated materials for courses.  https://gsu.policystat.com/policy/7522036/latest/
     • Since IP for course generated materials lies with the faculty member, the university cannot assist in removing materials from internet sites such as CHEGG.
4) Sub-Committee
   • Human Resources and Benefits
     • Amorous Relations Policy is on hold due to new BOR policy.
   • Wage Compression/Equity Working Group
     • The current result was a review of equity in pay with 20 faculty members to undergo a review based on noted pay inequity.
     • More information to come in October.
5) Old Business
6) Meeting Adjourned